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This page is for personal, non-commercial use. I'm always on the lookout for cars and trucks
with ridiculously high final odometer readings when I'm scouring the car graveyards for
interesting bits of automotive history. Making this task difficult is the five-digit odometers used
by just about all manufacturers prior to the s and the electronic-display odometers you'll find in
most 21st-century machines, but I know where to look if I want to see more than , miles on the
clock: Mercedes-Benzes. Yes, at its average rate of just over 1, miles of driving each month, this
car would have reached the magical ,mile mark in a mere 23 more months on the road. I've seen
only one junkyard Mercedes-Benz that showed better than k miles on the clock: a
gasoline-fueled W C-Class with a manual transmission , also in the San Francisco Bay Area. A
mid-apocalyptic Colorado diesel W â€” a SD, just like today's carâ€” had , miles when its career
ended. After that, my other high-mile junkyard record-holders include a Volvo Turbo wagon with
, miles , a Honda Accord sedan with , miles , and a Toyota Tercel 4WD wagon with , miles. I've
found a Volkswagen Rabbit Cabrio showing , miles , but I suspect a defective odometer in that
case partly because Mk1 Golfs generally didn't hold together so well and partly because you'd
have to be crazy to drive a convertible 26, miles per year in the Colorado High Plains region. I
think this car got crashed, but the hood damage appears more typical of what you get when
impatient junkyard employees need to get a stuck hood latch open in order to drain the fluids.
Then junkyard customers tore apart the front bodywork in order to tear the engine out quickly.
The legendary OM five-cylinder turbodiesel may be the toughest car engine ever built, but it's
easy enough to find one in a U-Wrench yard with a just-getting-broken-in , or so miles. If you're
patient, you can get one that never even hit , miles! The interior looked decent when the car got
here, though you can see the carpet grime from 10, or so hours of contact with driver feet.
MB-Tex faux-leather is hands-down the toughest upholstery material ever installed in a motor
vehicle. I've seen plenty of this stuff looking great in old Mercedes-Benzes that were left sitting
outdoors with the windows down for decades. Most Americans who bought the W S-Class went
for the big, mean V8 gasoline engine, which was a beautiful piece of engineering that would
haul these massive beasts at Autobahn speeds for hour after hourâ€¦ but if you could live with
just horsepower in a 3,pound car in , the SD was the better investment. We get it. Ads can be
annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Murilee Martin. Share 0 Comments. We can feel confident that
the owner or owners of this car didn't dial this number often. Now its days on the road are done.
Mercedes-Benz Automotive History Diesel sedan junkyard junkyard gems junkyard gem. Sign in
to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for
subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad
blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our
site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear.
Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual
application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still
haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be
logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new
Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please
enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. I'm always on the lookout for cars and trucks with
ridiculously high final odometer readings when I'm scouring the car graveyards for interesting
bits of automotive history. Making this task difficult is the five-digit odometers used by just
about all manufacturers prior to the s and the electronic-display odometers you'll find in most
21st-century machines, but I know where to look if I want to see more than , miles on the clock:
Mercedes-Benzes. Yes, at its average rate of just over 1, miles of driving each month, this car
would have reached the magical ,mile mark in a mere 23 more months on the road. I've seen
only one junkyard Mercedes-Benz that showed better than k miles on the clock: a
gasoline-fueled W C-Class with a manual transmission , also in the San Francisco Bay Area. A
mid-apocalyptic Colorado diesel W â€” a SD, just like today's carâ€” had , miles when its career
ended. After that, my other high-mile junkyard record-holders include a Volvo Turbo wagon with
, miles , a Honda Accord sedan with , miles , and a Toyota Tercel 4WD wagon with , miles. I've
found a Volkswagen Rabbit Cabrio showing , miles , but I suspect a defective odometer in that
case partly because Mk1 Golfs generally didn't hold together so well and partly because you'd
have to be crazy to drive a convertible 26, miles per year in the Colorado High Plains region. I
think this car got crashed, but the hood damage appears more typical of what you get when
impatient junkyard employees need to get a stuck hood latch open in order to drain the fluids.
Then junkyard customers tore apart the front bodywork in order to tear the engine out quickly.
The legendary OM five-cylinder turbodiesel may be the toughest car engine ever built, but it's

easy enough to find one in a U-Wrench yard with a just-getting-broken-in , or so miles. If you're
patient, you can get one that never even hit , miles! The interior looked decent when the car got
here, though you can see the carpet grime from 10, or so hours of contact with driver feet.
MB-Tex faux-leather is hands-down the toughest upholstery material ever installed in a motor
vehicle. I've seen plenty of this stuff looking great in old Mercedes-Benzes that were left sitting
outdoors with the windows down for decades. Most Americans who bought the W S-Class went
for the big, mean V8 gasoline engine, which was a beautiful piece of engineering that would
haul these massive beasts at Autobahn speeds for hour after hourâ€¦ but if you could live with
just horsepower in a 3,pound car in , the SD was the better investment. Please see our terms for
use of feeds. Supreme Court wrestles with when police may conduct warrantless searches after
a chase. Democrats' struggles to stay united on Covid relief package are just beginning. Load
Error. Ad Microsoft. Full screen. Slideshow continues on the next slide. Microsoft and partners
may be compensated if you purchase something through recommended links in this article.
Found the story interesting? Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm already a fan, don't
show this again. Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an overall site rating:.
Privacy Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an external site in a
new window. Unlike the compact and midsize Mercedes-Benz ranges, the large luxury sedans
and coupes of the breed have been identified by the letter designation "S-Class" for more than
35 years. While the designation was used informally since the earlys, the automaker didn't
officially use the term to describe the large automobiles until Due to both its longevity and its
positioning, the Mercedes-Benz S-Class has long been considered the classic example of
high-tech, high quality German luxury. The high-performance SEL 6. It was equipped with the 6.
For the model year, Mercedes made major changes to its premium line with a new, more
aerodynamic body and lighter, aluminum-alloy engines. The coupes were styled and marketed
to project a strong performance image. While sedans carried their three-pointed star in a formal
position atop the grille shell, the SECs wore a star on the front of the grille, in the manner of
previous Mercedes performance cars. The line was revised again in The new S-Class was
bigger, more complex and more expensive, and it was not as well-received. The cars were
technical marvels, but the appearance of new competition from Japan meant that the S-Class
was competing against luxurious and technically proficient alternatives for significantly less
money. By , Mercedes was back with an S-Class that would prove much more competitive in the
marketplace. Smaller, sleeker, and priced somewhat more competitively, the new range
included only sedans. The current range of S-Class sedans was introduced in Slightly larger
than the previous offering, they move the marque to a more lofty position. With a wide range of
high-tech features, like night vision, a 7-speed transmission, a central control system that
eliminates many knobs and buttons, a nav system based on a gig hard drive, an active
suspension system and more, the sedans have surpassed much of the competition in terms of
both competence and complexity. The horsepower numbers are impressive as well, ranging
from the horsepower of the S to the incredible horsepower of the S65 AMG. Today's
Mercedes-Benz S-Class offers much more than a lofty price. Close this There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Mercedes-Benz SD. About This Model Unlike the compact and
midsize Mercedes-Benz ranges, the large luxury sedans and coupes of the breed have been
identified by the letter designation "S-Class" for more than 35 years. Due to both its longevity
and its positioning, Read more. Close this. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip to main
content. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Reverence because it is a sweet piece of machinery and distance because you might
otherwise get a bad case of the black lung from the diesel exhaust. Tip from Mike D. She gets up
to miles per gallon and will run on diesel, biodiesel, or Propel which is a clean burning fuel that
has been subsidized in California Get the Propel app on IOS or Android to find out where to buy.
These engines are known to regularly get over a million miles on them. The vehicle has been
maintained well and is a rock solid dependable daily driver. Recent valve adjustment as well as
oil and filter change, brakes serviced and recently rebuilt transmission In California, she will
never need a smog check. New battery, good tires and brakes, and all the lights and gauges

work properly. The air conditioning is not working at this time. This Mercedes has been
maintained well and there is no reason that she will not run for another 40 years. Made out of
steel and strengthend steel and not aluminum and plastic. She may be the last car that you will
ever need to buy. In California, you will never need to get it smog tested. Is am really looking for
a good home for this classic Mercedes car. She needs a safe and responsible driver, as she is a
safe and reliable car. You will also need to take care of the insurance for the vehicle. I will take
care of all the maintenance of the car. Best if lease is for at least 6 months and you would be
welcome to buy the car anytime after leasing. See a better way to drive an old oil burner? Who
would do that, on either side of the transaction? Sure enough, a month after I sold it to her an
oil line to the cooler ruptured and it dumped its contents on the road â€” and she reasoned she
could still make it to the recommended mechanic 20 miles away. Please log in again. The login
page will open in a new tab. After logging in you can close it and return to this page. October 13,
Log in to Reply. Short term lease with option to buy on an older car? Close dialog. Session
expired Please log in again. Please call us at Awesome classic! Mercedes-Benz Mercedes-Benz
SL. Mercedes-Benz S. Mercedes-Benz SE. Amazing classic! Splendid classic! Surprising
classic! See for yourself! Striking classic! Breathtaking classic! Mercedes-Benz D.
Mercedes-Benz SLC. Daring classic! Mercedes-Benz CE. Astonishing Lt. Find out why
collectors and enthusiasts around the world visit Gateway Classic Cars. We can help you get
you behind the wheel of the car of your dreams - dreamsdriven. Our cars range from
spectacular vintage rides from the dawn of the automobile industry to the pure, unbridled power
of American made muscle cars. Every one of our cars has a story and now is the perfect time to
write your own chapter. Please enjoy viewing our cars below and let us know we can help you.
O'Fallon, IL. Showroom Inventory All Showrooms. Atlanta Chicago. Dallas Denver. Detroit Ft.
Houston Indianapolis. Kansas City Las Vegas. Louisville Milwaukee. Nashville Orlando.
Philadelphia Scottsdale. Louis Tampa. New Arrivals All Showrooms. Recently Sold All
Showrooms. My Recently Viewed. Contact A Showroom All Showrooms. Things To Do Atlanta
Chicago. Meet Our Staff Company Videos. Reviews Press Releases. About Us. Partners Privacy
Statement. Sellers Login My Vehicles. Our vehicles were viewed 9,, times in Jan Previous Next.
Make Mercedes-Benz. Model Series. This is my 9th Mercedes, all from to I took care of some
details on this nice sedan, but I purchased at the same time two other old Mercedes not a good
idea! My job requires me to travel a lot more now, and I have not been working diligently enough
on my old cars 4 now. I need to open space and focus on one car at a time. I purchased a lot of
parts for this W, but have not installed most of them, so it is time to let this one go to someone
who will pay attention to this noble and unbeatable car. I have sold 3 cars and purchased 4 on
eBay with perfect feedback. Looking at the CarFax, it is possible to see that it has been a Florida
car, not living or purchased on a strong-winter state, with salt on the roads. Can you find
cheaper ones? Maybe, but I am providing you as much detailed information as I have, so you
can make a sound decision, minimizing risk. The transaction: I am willing to help the new owner
of this D, cooperating with shipping. I will not coordinate the details, but I will help you by
coordinating with the driver so the car can be transported to other state or country. Beautiful
lines, door gaps, etc. No signs of cracks, damage, etc. Very hard to find a car with rubber in this
condition. No rust. No signs of rust there. Bumper itself is not bended or damaged, but the
slow-speed collision system in this D absorbed the minor impact and is retracted about two
inches see pictures. No damages to the bodywork, paint, tail light, etc. The dent is fixed, but the
pain work is horrible and not professional. It needs to be painted in DB Manila Beige. Both chips
are contained and very small. Please see the pictures. Nothing else. Very good shape. All carpet
interior could use a shampoo, but there are no damaged areas. Two step turn signals, wipers,
high beam, etc. Strong and positive feedback. This might need attention soon. I did clean-up
both parts and put gentle pressure for 2 weeks, but the wood is a little concave at the edges and
it does not sit perfectly on the metal plate. No a functional problem, but it is not perfect. The
protective clear coat was removed, but the wood veneer under the protective coat was
scratched. Available also on eBay, although a bit harder requiring more patience. It is a manual
fixed antenna, not the original retractable Hirschman. Both front door rubber weatherstrips are
included with the car. No issues at all with locking mechanism or steering wheel lock. Ignition
switch works perfect. I drove from Tallahassee to Ft. Just let the glow plugs get ready and starts
at first crank and fast. Fully reliable and fast thus far. No hesitation. Fluid is quite clear and
red-transparent as expected on a well-maintained car. It feels a bit slow upshifting between 2nd
and 3rd. I had no issues with slipping, long delays or anything like it so far. It has a small fluid
leak and I had to add fluid twice I check fluid levels every time I drive it. Not shaking or
trembling when braking at all. Both hoses as flexible and look like new rubber and I have not
experienced leaks or even a minimum overheating while driving the car. No bouncing or noises.
This model has steering play as a feature, but this is more than spec. No pulling or vibration at

all. All correct and original alloy wheels, including the spare tire wheel, as expected. MB tools
inside. It seams to be at the rubber part of the hose itself and not at the oil-cooler. Very common
on this model. Although the turbo itself works great it pulls strong and solid , I included a turbo
overhaul kit from mercedessource. It is included with the car. I ordered and installed a new
rubber ring, and cleaned nicely the reservoir, but it still leaks. CAR still runs!!! It's worth it!
Maintained regularly. Serious inquiries. Price negotiable Thank You. This D has been my daily
driver since I have done a complete work through of the entire car which is referenced in the
picture of the excel spreadsheet maintenance tracker. Although the mileage is almost at k, any
professional diesel mechanic would tell you that with all the preventative and preemptive work
that I've done or had done, this car will outlast most brand new gas burning cars on showroom
floors today! For a fraction of the cost of a new car, you get to cruise around in a classic
Mercedes at miles per gallon while feeling safe in this full, heavy gauge steel body that doesn't
have any rust. I can provide more info if you like but you really just need to come drive this to
appreciate it. I have a whole binder of receipts that all reflect the work annotated in the excel
tracker picture. I don't really want to get rid of it but I have two other Mercedes diesels that take
too much of my time plus the military told me I have to move so I offer you this deal. Thanks and
have a good one! Please do not bid on this auction unless you are serious about owning this
vehicle. If you want to speak with me directly, please email me for my phone number. I have
done my best to represent this vehicle as accurately as possible. Thank you and Good Luck!
This beautiful classic D, turbo diesel is an outstanding example of german engineering at it
best. This year this car becomes and qualifies as a try antique It has not a single oil leak. Runs
as it should would make a great Project or Drive it as it is! Converted to run on vegetable oil
using a 2-tank Greasecar kit with additional modifications including fuel injector line heaters
and adjustable fuel return line. The dual fuel system runs on regular diesel fuel or vegetable oil.
The tires are like new - they hardly have any miles on them. It has a recent alternator, new
battery and a new fuel pump. I recently had the fuel injectors out for service and upgraded some
fuel system components. The engine starts instantly when you turn the key. The odometer
stopped working soon after I bought it at around K miles and I estimate it has about K miles
now. The paint on the top surfaces of the car is oxidized. The windshield has a crack on the
passenger side. Selling Mercedes Benz Turbo Diesel 2. This is very nice looking Benz , runs and
drive good , it has 4 brand new Michelen tires, plus spare Michelen tire in like new condition
,original jack and key wrench included. Battery is brand new ,fuel filters. Interior is in good
condition , carpet is like new , always protected with original Mercedes Benz rubber mats ,as
well as power seats in good condition with no rips , dashboard with no cracks , original radio
Becker and antenna working good. Interior lights , front and rear , all four door lights are
working. Driver side and two rear windows operate , passenger window is not operating , front
passenger side door panel have crack see picture , owner manual and service record included ,
as well as two keys. Outside car looks very nice and presentable, paint is overall good condition
, to be a perfect coat of wax it will bring hi gloss back. One dent on the rear ,passenger side see
picture. No reserve price. Car have NO warranty, I am private seller and you can buy and drive
car anywhere in US with no problem. You can see car condition in person or judge by pictures. I
have more pictures available if needed. Buyer is responsible for shipping or removing car in his
own expense. Thank you and Happy biding. I do NOT take any offers serious without a follow up
sms, email ,ebay message or a call. Thank you! Legendary D Turbo in overall exceptional
condition for a 31 year old car. Accident free carfax, clean title in hand. I have a carfax available
for serikous buyers. Let the car speak for itself! Paint finish is good to average. If you are picky
you will find imperfections and flaws. So, if you desire a flawless exterior you will need to have
it finished to your standards. However, pictures clearly show that the car looks fantastic.
Interior: -Not a single scratch or crack in the leather. Looks as if it just rolled off the assembly
line. Most checks will require day clearing including cashiers checks. Ask ahead of time.
However buyer is responsible for arranging and setting up pickup. Which is simple, and i will
aid in process if it is a first time for you. Up for sale is our beautiful Mercedes D Turbo. There's
no issues with the engine, transmission or turbo - all are in good working order. The W model
Mercedes was the best ever put together hence the reason there's so many still around. Added
to this beauty is the addition of the original OEM chrome style rims and chrome fender trim. The
car has been matched with the legal tints. This beauty also comes with a second Mercedes D
Turbo that can be used for future parts. Car does have minimum rust in the usual places. Please
email me if you need additional photos or have any questions or concerns. Thank you. Car fax
shows this vehicle to be dealer maintained and appears to have had two prior owners. Please
see the Car fax report attached with pictures. Vehicle is being sold with a clear title. Runs
excellent!! Feel free to contact Allen by phone if interested. Allen I can arrange transport at a
reasonable rate. I can also assist overseas buyers with export arrangements. Runs Impeccably

Well! Trans shifts great with no flare or hard shift common in these cars. Vacuum locks works
great. Don't let the miles fool you, if I told you this was a 30, mile car you'd believe me. I
purchased this car from the estate of the original owner. I am a die hard Mercedes enthusiast
and bought this car to keep. Unfortunately, life changes and you need to sell your toys. This is a
super clean, dry, low mile blue chip investment grade car. I have sold a few of my other blue
chip Mercedes on eBay with no issues. Look at my feedback and understand I do not sell junk. I
will post more photos, trying to get a snow free day to pull it out of the warehouse. Call me
before bidding to discuss the car so we are all on the same page. The pictures of this car say it
all. The dove gray paint appears to original and not faded. There appear to have NEVER been
any type of repair or repairable damage to this car in it's lifetime and since the finish is so good
it must have been garage kept most of its life. It also has a wonderfully preserved original
interior. The car starts cold immediately, runs, shifts, steers, and drives fine but like most of
these MB diesels accelerates slowly. Check the photos of behind the rear wheel, the rocker
panels, and inside the rear wheel well. This car is body perfect in every way. Interior is
exceptional. Seats, door panels, carpets, all are near perfect. This car always had sheepskin full
front seat covers on and there were full carpet covers throughout the car. The rear seats may
not have ever been sat in. Power windows and sun roof operate well. Rear driver door window
operates but needs a new switch. The pin striping has minimal wear in the very front. Optional
additional extra fuel tank that bolts into the trunk that and works with the main tank. The
following recent work was done to it; four new tires motor mount replaced fluids topped up or
replaced new fuel filters new valve cover gasketInterior and exterior detail8. Includes owners
manuals and maintenance booklet Needed TLC;1. Useable but will need to be replaced
eventually. Slow acceleration. Some oil drips. AC is not working. Dark blue with tan interior.
This automobile has zero rust. Zero drips. Never damaged. Sunroof, windows, door locks all
work, some slowly. All dash gauges, clocks, speedo, odometer, trips, all work. All lights,
flashers, signals, wipers, work. New tires with less than 2, miles on them. It has some paint peel
from the AZ sun on the top, hood, and trunk. I am NOT going to paint it. I am leaving it original
for you to decide what you want to do. All of the following is documented with written receipts.
Before purchasing, if you want, I will email you a pdf of the service records that document the
following: 1. From Title docs and warranty booklet. Transferred title to private business owner
Mr. New motor mounts. Same plate number Mr. Ownership transferred to another owner. Do not
know date. New owner, new tires, 4 wheel alignment. The AZ registration on the car when I
bought it this week ran out in So the car has been sitting for 4 years. MILEAGE 93,We are in the
process of thoroughly cleaning interior and exterior of the car and replacing one panel on the
driver side seat. In the pictures, the interior is still dusty. This is exactly as we purchased it. It
will be fully detailed prior to shipment including engine bay and underside, although underside
is completely clean as is. We will check the brakes and replace any cracked rubber flex lines
that need it and if we replace any lines we will drain and flush the entire brake system. We will
run the car for 30 to 50 miles in local traffic to make certain everything operates properly. Very
slight. We will put diesel cleaner in the tank to try to eliminate this but it is negligible and will
eventually fix itself as the car is run. We will recharge the AC system so that it is operating cold.
You can buy it now in the condition described above. Once we spend more time on this car and
have all power accessories operating like new the price will increase to reflect our added
expense, if any. Oregon City, OR. Federal Way, WA. North Kingstown, RI. Garden City, NY.
Absarokee, MT. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Power is supplied by a 3. It was reportedly acquired by
the selling dealer from the estate of the original owner in Nebraska, and recent maintenance is
said to have included fluid and filter changes, as well as a new battery and tires. This W is being
offered by the selling dealer in Florida with factory literature, two keys, a clean Carfax report,
and a clean Nebraska title. The body is finished in Cypress Green Metallic over gray lower body
cladding. The car is equipped with US-spec bumpers and lighting as well as an electric sunroof.
The Carfax report is free of accidents or other damage. The cabin is upholstered in Palomino
leather with matching carpets and Zebrano wood trim on the dash, door panels, and center
console. Amenities include a stock Becker Grand Prix radio, automatic climate control, cruise
control, and power seats and windows. Instrumentation includes an mph speedometer, a
6k-rpm tachometer, a clock, and gauges monitoring fuel, temperature, and oil levels. The
six-digit odometer shows just under 4k miles. The 3. The selling dealer reports that the fluids
and filters have been changed, a brake fluid flush was performed, and a new Bosch battery was
installed in preparation for the sale. Factory literature, two keys, data plates, and other original
documentation are included in the sale. The February Carfax lists no accidents or other issues
and displays history in Nebraska, Illinois, and Florida from its first entry in February at 2, miles.

The minute video presented below includes driving footage, along with tours of the interior,
exterior, engine bay, and underbody. Attempting to connect. Your real-time updates could not
be connected. Missed updates will be sent once your connection has been reestablished.
Checking for missed updatesâ€¦ Bid Successful Congratulations! You're the high bidder. Your
bid has been posted in the comment flow on the listing, and you can see other bids there as
they happen. Good luck! If you win the auction, your card will be charged for the service fee and
you pay the seller directly for the vehicle. If you don't win, your existing pre-authorization will be
released. When you bid we pre-authorize your credit
2006 gmc yukon slt for sale
corolla fuse box
rj12 to rj45 wiring diagram
card for the service fee this helps prevent fraud. If you don't win, the pre-authorization will be
released. For more info, read about our auctions or email us with any questions. Are you sure
you want to proceed? See Result. Upcoming Events Copperstate April 10 - May 21 - August 4 7. August 6 - 7. Current Bid: None Ends in:. List Your Car on B a T. Advertise on BaT. Additional
photos of the underside can be viewed in the gallery below. You are not connected to real-time
updates. Checking for missed updatesâ€¦. Bid Successful Congratulations! Confirm your bid
Please address the errors below. Update Credit Card. Are you sure? Cancel reply. Keep me in
this conversation via email. Loading more commentsâ€¦. Please enable JavaScript to engage in
the discussion on this site. Confirm Your Comment Did you mean to enter this number as a bid?
If so please use the bidding box above. Post This as a Comment Cancel. Error Posting
Comment There was an error posting your comment. March 26, at PM PT.

